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Small but welcome help to
counter second homes effect
Holding back the tide of
second homes that threaten
to swamp and eventually
drown many of the most
sought-after parts of the
Westcountry is a task that
even King Canute would
have judged too big a challenge. So long as we have a
free market in property –
and no one looks like wanting to change that state of
affairs, for which, much
thanks – people will invest
their cash in a home in the
nicest places
That means resorts in the
South West, rural villages
across our region and beautiful urban bolt-holes in our
cathedral cities will always
be in demand. And not
always from people who
plan to live in them yearround. The latest initiative
to help overcome the problems that causes is, of
course, welcome. And the
fact that the biggest proportion of funding to help boost
community-led
housing
schemes is coming to the
South West acknowledges it
is our region which has the
largest proportion of second
homes in the country.
Some see this as a problem, pure and simple. It
pushes up property prices
beyond the reach of local
first time buyers, deprives
communities of year-round
residents and fills the place
with too many out-of-towners in the holiday season.
But how many of us have
sold a property, at one time
or another, to a buyer in-

tending to use it as a second
home? How many businesses in our smartest resorts, from builders to cleaners, painters and decorators
to wine merchants, rely on
the second homers to keep
them afloat? And how many
locals, who bought before
the property boom years, are
sitting on retirement nest
eggs that they can cash in
when they retire, downsize
and turn the profit into a
pension? The questions answers themselves.
The key to the issue of
second homes in the South
West is getting the balance
right and – crucially –
providing an alternative
housing option for local
people. That is what the
Community Housing Fund
is designed to do but this
cash is only enough to put
the organisation in place – it
won’t build any homes.
However anything that puts
power back into the hands of
local communities and the
people who live in them, to
get property for local people
through the planning process quickly and constructed swiftly, has got to be welcome. As for the general
housing market, we should
stop seeing the second home
market only in terms of a
‘problem’ and accept that
anyone who is a home owner
benefits from strong prices.
Plus there is no better endorsement of an area than
the fact that those who can
afford to buy anywhere
chose to buy here.

We want to hear your views
Write to us at: Studio 5-11 Millbay Road, Plymouth PL1 3LF
Email wmnletters@westernmorningnews.co.uk
Tweet us at @WMNNews
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On this day
1834: Hansom cabs were
patented by Joseph Hansom. He
also designed Birmingham
Town Hall and Plymouth
Roman Catholic Cathedral.
1888: Vincent Van Gogh,
suffering severe depression
which historians claim was
increased by his companion
Gauguin’s decision to leave
their lodgings at Arles to
escape winter, cut off his ear.
1953: In the USSR, Lavrenty
Beria and six others were
executed for treason.
1972: Managua, capital of
Nicaragua, was destroyed by an
earthquake.
1981: Geoffrey Boycott took his
score to 86 not out against India

to become the (then) most prolific
run-scoring Test batsman.
1986: The US plane Voyager
completed the first non-stop
flight round the world without
refuelling.

Birthdays
Queen Silvia of
Sweden, 73
Belinda Lang,
actress, 63 pictured
Carol Smillie, TV
personality, 55
Eddie Vedder,
rock singer, 52
Matt Baker, TV presenter, 39
Harry Judd, drummer, 31

Thought for the day
Leviticus 19:18 – Do not seek revenge or bear a grudge against one of
your people, but love your neighbour as yourself. I am the Lord.

Plymouth Airport in its heyday, with the arrival of a flight from London Gatwick. It could still re-open, say campaigners

Weigh airport reopening risks
against costs of doing nothing
The vital facility can help Plymouth become a vibrant waterfront city, says Raoul Witherall
The Government’s longawaited Study on passenger
services at Plymouth Airport
has been published. Soon
after it was announced, in
April last year the then
transport secretary Patrick
McLoughlin appeared for the
press at the airport and told
Plymothians “the door is
open” for government
funding to help restart air
services.
“If there is something we
can do in Plymouth then I’m
keen to see it happen,” he
said.
The Department for
Transport (DfT) duly engaged
with stakeholders, for and
against, to assemble
documents for review. And
the finished study is to be
welcomed as the Government
has set out parameters which
must be taken into account
when considering options for
future air services at
Plymouth.
While it contains no new
information, there is real
substance and guidance as to
what is possible, where the
risks lie and the care with
which parties should
proceed. The study observes
that the runway at Plymouth
is short and limits services.
The study also notes that
despite consensus on the
passenger numbers available,
future services could
encounter lower demand
than expected. Lastly the
study cautions that the
provision of passenger
services at Plymouth carries
commercial risks and that
mitigation of these is to be
considered carefully when
evaluating business plans.

The Government is right to
highlight these issues. But
for anyone who expected or
hoped that this study would
deliver a decisive verdict on
the future viability of the
airport, this document will
come as a disappointment.
The study offers observations
and recommendations but
veers away from making
decisions on behalf of local
authorities or private sector
organisations.
In its own words, “this
study does not” consider the
commercial viability of
resuming forms of aviation
other than commercial
passenger services. This is

connectivity would be
enhanced by air links direct
into the city. Over the
medium term, the
opportunity exists for the
steady reintroduction of
passenger services.
Secondly, “this study does
not” consider the economic
benefits.
This seems odd given York
Aviation’s Economic Impact
Analysis was one of the
documents reviewed. York
found that air services would
deliver £13m in economic
growth and support 240 jobs.
Thirdly, “this study does
not” consider the local
transport context in which

Tomorrow:
CHRISTMAS Seasonal messages from
the Church of England bishops of Exeter
and Truro
critical because the local
authority has reserved the
site for general and business
aviation (GA) use in the draft
Plymouth Plan.
Similar airports including
Gloucester, Oxford,
Shoreham, Biggin Hill,
Farnborough and Fairoaks
run viable businesses and
provide valuable connectivity,
growth and employment to
their local economies. GA
offers much more than
hobbyist aviation. It would
include business and charter
aircraft movements, air taxis,
military and civilian
helicopters, air ambulances,
Search and rescue, police
services among others. In the
short term, Plymouth’s

journey times and resilience
deteriorate rapidly west of
Exeter. Nor does it consider
the potential impact of the
new runway at Heathrow.
Lastly, the study carelessly
bundles Plymouth airport
with those at Newquay,
Bristol and Exeter as if they
offered the same proposition.
They do not. Other things
“this study does not” do are
to provide new primary
analysis, to critique the
documents reviewed, or to
assess options other than
those under review.
The constraints presented
by the runway are well
known and the study
recognises the potential to be
extended in time to 1,199m –

the same length as that at
London City.
A short runway means
lower operational overheads
and keeps competition at bay.
The study pays much
attention to the commercial
risks of passenger services.
But all businesses operate
with commercial risk. Risks
must be weighed against the
significant economic rewards
to be realised and the risk of
doing nothing, of allowing
Plymouth to fall further
behind the UK on growth,
employment and productivity.
So where does this leave
us? Well while the study is
right in a number of respects,
what has emerged turns out
to be neither comprehensive,
conclusive nor decisive. We
have today in Plymouth an
airport with a perfectly
usable runway, control tower,
hangars and equipment. The
owner, Plymouth City
Council has wisely decided
that it has a vital role to play
delivering part of the city’s
future transport mix.
This is a policy supported
by the people and businesses
of Plymouth. It is of course a
policy contested by the
present leaseholder. The
matter then, will be for a
planning inspector to decide
during next year’s
examination in public when
the city council defends its
Plymouth Plan.
It will be then that
comprehensive data is
considered in a process that
is both conclusive and
decisive.
Raoul Witherall is the chief executive of
FlyPlymouth

